get Konected
reduce IT licensing and
support costs from 10 – 50%
Konect™
Access software for small and mid-size businesses.

any where, any time
The pace of business today has changed workplace dynamics, making time and information your most valuable
competitive resources. Your employees are distributed; working from home, office and on the road. No matter
where they are, they require access to live and often real-time information in order to meet customer
expectations. Without this timely access to information you open the door to very real competitive threats as
potential customers search out alternatives faster than your employees can respond to inquiries and requests.

Enabling your business to be this competitive and responsive can seem daunting. Putting the right
information in the hands of your employees when and where they need it requires careful
consideration and deployment of the right technologies - hardware, software, security, and
networking - to guarantee information integrity, security and timeliness. Fortunately for your
business, Konect is designed to deliver on these demanding requirements while making it simple
and cost effective for your business to leverage them.

Access software … moving your business
Remote Connectivity, Security and Price
Use Konect to enable your customers to keep pace with evolving ‘virtual office’ trends. Konect can seamlessly provide existing software
applications and resources to your employees wherever and whenever they need access while maintaining robust security, storage and
privacy standards. Instead of waiting for re-architected solutions to extend these benefits, use Konect to ‘mobilize’ solutions your business
already has in place. This capability provides tremendous value and terrific return on investment for a very low cost.
Reduce capital costs and infrastructure management complexities with Konect. Deploy the technology tools and capabilities your business
needs with the ability to scale and contract as your business requires.

Konect Key Features

Konect Key Benefits

Access to Critical Business Applications and Resources
Empower your business with the ability to maintain continuity in
business operations with anywhere, any time access to the
applications, files, data and web resources they need.

Seamless Access to Critical Applications
Your employees have seamless any where, any time access to
existing applications and business resources leveraging a world
class delivery platform.

Business Continuity
Konect integrates into your employees’ normal desktop
environment, becoming an accessible resource like any other
on their desktop.

Employee Empowerment
Provide your employees with more timely, accurate and broad
information to support their interactions with customers and
prospects.

Enhanced Security & Reliability
Acquire an increased level of security with complete control
over what your employees can access. The Konect Control
Panel manages security settings for all Konect applications,
files, data and web resources.

Increased Competitiveness
Empower your employees with the information and tools to
make timely decisions and respond to customer needs and
requests on the spot.

Cost Savings
Your business can leverage quick turnaround time on
upgrades, extend existing investments and provide increased
functionality all at a very competitive price point.

Extend Your Investments
Leverage your investments in existing applications to deliver
information and capability to all of your employees, no matter
their location.
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how Konect works
Existing applications and business
resources are published for remote and
mobile
access
with
desktopsites’
Konect™
serverware
and
made
accessible
on
laptop
and
PC
workstations.

About Us

about desktopsites
desktopsites is a leading developer of innovative and cost effective access serverware solutions for small and mid-size businesses.
desktopsites' Konect serverware solution delivers access to network applications and resources for small and mid-size businesses without
sacrificing the features typically available with more expensive access infrastructure alternatives. desktopsites is a privately-held Canadian
corporation with head offices in Calgary, AB, Canada. desktopsites' Konect solution is available to small and mid-size businesses across
North America and Europe through our channel network.
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